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	 A	theoretical	analysis	using	an	impact-parameter	description	of	the	collisions	of	deuterons	with	
nuclei	is	carried	out	in	the	high-energy	diffraction	approximation.	It	is	used	to	obtain	the	intensities	and	
integrated	cross	sections	for	elastic	scattering,	for	the	emergence	of	the	two	incident	nucleons	from	the	
collision	whether	they	appear	as	an	elastically	scattered	deuteron	or	as	two	unbound	nucleons,	and	for	
the	diffraction-induced	dissociation	of	the	deuteron	into	a	free	neutron	and	a	free	proton,	as	well	as	the	
total	cross	section.	The	cross	section	for	collisions	in	which	one	or	both	of	the	nucleons	is	absorbed	is	
derived	in	terms	of	the	sum	of	the	neutron-nucleus	and	proton-nucleus	effective	phase	shifts.	Expressions	
for	the	cross	section	for	processes	in	which	the	proton	(or	neutron)	is	absorbed	whether	the	neutron	(or	
proton)	is	absorbed	or	not,	and	for	the	cross	section	for	processes	in	which	the	neutron	(or	proton)	is	
absorbed	and	the	proton	(or	neutron)	remains	free	are	derived.	A	reduced	form	of	a	two-particle	density	
matrix	is	introduced	to	directly	derive	expressions	for	the	cross	section	for	two-particle	absorption	in	
which	both	the	proton	and	neutron	are	absorbed	and	for	the	cross	section	for	stripping	processes	in	which	
the	proton	(or	neutron)	is	absorbed	and	the	neutron	(or	proton)	emerges	as	a	free	particle.	The	expression	
for	the	cross	section	for	the	breakup	of	the	deuteron	and	the	resulting	emergence	of	one	or	two	free	
nucleons	is	also	derived.	The	mechanism	by	which	the	diffraction	dissociation	of	the	deuteron	is	induced	is	
understood	in	an	approximate	semi-quantitative	basis	in	classical	terms	(primarily	the	radial	derivative	of	
the	radial	impulse),	allowing	an	estimate	of	where	in	the	nuclear	potential	(beyond	the	"radius",	near	the	
"surface")	the	dissociation	process	tends	to	predominantly	occur.	
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1.  Introduction	
 Collisions	between	particles	and	deuterons	have	been	studied	for	many	decades.		Glauber	[1]	
formulated	a	theory	for	high-energy	collisions,	a	high-energy	approximation.		Franco	and	Glauber	[2,3]	
presented	a	detailed	application	of	this	approximation	to	hadron-deuteron	collisions.		As	was	indicated	in	
[1],	the	theory	is	also	applicable	to	collisions	between	an	incident	deuteron	and	a	nucleus.		A	detailed	
study	of	scattering,	diffraction	dissociation,	and	stripping,	as	well	as	of	numerous	deuteron-nucleus	
absorptive	processes	was	made	by	Franco	[2].		Applications	were	made	to	scattering	and	diffraction	
dissociation	by	Zamick	[4]	and	to	dissociation	and	stripping	by	Faldt	[5].		Subsequently	numerous	such	
applications	to	deuteron-nucleus	collisions	have	been	made.			
 In	the	present	work	we	derive	expressions,	within	the	framework	of	the	high-energy	
approximation,	for	the	cross	sections	for	various	processes	that	may	occur	in	deuteron-nucleus	collisions.		
Many	of	the	results	were	first	given	by	Franco	[2].		We	will	derive	directly,	without	resorting	to	
subtractions	of	other	deuteron-nucleus	cross	sections,	the	cross	section	for	absorption	processes	in	which	
some	incoherent	collision	takes	place	involving	both	the	neutron	and	the	proton	by	introducing	a	two-
particle	density	matrix	and	a	reduced	density	operator	for	the	incident	proton	(or	neutron)	of	the	
deuteron.		
	 Among	the	various	deuteron-nucleus	scattering	processes	is	diffraction	dissociation,	first	noticed	
and	described	by	Glauber	[6].		We	show	that	it	can	be	understood	on	a	semi-quantitative	basis	in	semi-
classical	terms,	given	some	approximations.		In	such	a	description	we	find	that	it	is	mainly	the	radial	
derivative	of	the	radial	impulse	that	governs	the	dissociation	process	at	small	scattering	angles	of	the	
center	of	mass.		We	illustrate	this	result	with	an	effective	potential,	and	indicate	that	the	diffraction	
dissociation	process	occurs	predominantly	in	the	surface	region,	but	beyond	the	“radius”	of	the	nucleus.	
	 The	analysis	is	begun	in	Sec.	2	by	presenting	an	impact-parameter	approach	to	collisions	of	high-
energy	deuterons	with	nuclei	in	which	the	various	scattering	(non-absorptive)	cross	sections	are	obtained.		
In	Sec.	3	a	semi-classical	description	of	diffraction	dissociation	with	some	approximations	is	used	to	
indicate	the	region	of	the	nuclear	potential	in	which	the	process	tends	to	predominantly	occur.		In	Sec.4	
the	effects	of	absorption	and	the	various	absorptive	cross	sections	are	obtained.				
2. Impact parameter approach for scattering of deuterons	
 In	this	section	we	shall	describe	scattering	of	high-energy	deuterons	by	nuclei.		We	shall	use	a	
formalism	which	is	asymptotically	correct	for	collisions	at	relatively	small	momentum	transfers,	which	are	
the	predominant	varieties	occurring	at	high	energies.		This	formalism,	the	high-energy	approximation,	or	a	
generalized	form	of	the	eikonal	approximation,	has	been	studied	extensively	[7]	and	applied	to	a	wide	
variety	of	problems	[8].	
	 We	begin	by	presenting	an	approximate	form	for	the	amplitude	for	high-energy	elastic	scattering	
of	particles	by	arbitrary	nuclei.		We	then	utilize	this	expression	to	secure	amplitudes	for	the	scattering	of	
deuterons	by	stationary	target	nuclei.		Expressions	for	intensities	and	integrated	cross	sections	for	
deuteron-nucleus	scattering	processes,	such	as	elastic	scattering	and	the	diffraction-induced	dissociation	
of	the	deuteron	into	a	free	neutron	and	a	free	proton,	as	well	as	for	the	deuteron-nucleus	total	cross	
section,	are	derived.		
	 In	describing	collisions	between	deuterons	with	momentum	ħk	and	stationary	nuclei,	it	is	
convenient	to	begin	by	considering	collisions	between	nucleons	with	momentum !!ħk and	stationary	
nuclei.		It	has	been	shown	[1]	that	in	the	high-energy	approximation	the	optical	model	provides	a	simple	
representation	for	the	elastic	scattering	amplitude	for	nucleon-nucleus	collisions	in	terms	of	an	effective 
complex	phase	shift χ(b), where	b is	the	impact	parameter	vector	for	the	collision	and	lies	in	the	plane	
perpendicular	to	the	velocity	of	the	incident	beam.		For	a	nucleon	momentum !!ħk this	representation	for	
the	nucleon-nucleus	elastic	scattering	amplitude f (q, !!k) is	given	by	[1]			 	 	
									f	(q,	!!k) = !"!!	 𝑒!𝐪·𝐛[1 − 𝑒!"(𝐛)]d(!)𝐛  ,                                                               (1) 
where	ħq	is	the	momentum	transferred	to	the	target	nucleus	and	the	integration	is	taken	over	the	plane	
of	impact	parameter	vectors	b.		The	phase	shift	function	χ(b)	depends	upon	the	interaction	between	the	
incident	nucleon	and	the	target	nucleus	and	upon	the	initial	state	of	the	nucleus.	
 To	describe	collisions	between	a	deuteron	and	a	nucleus	we	let	rn	and	rp	denote	the	position	
vectors	of	the	neutron	and	proton	so	that	r	=	rp	−	rn	is	the	internal	coordinate	of	the	deuteron,	and	we	let	
b	now	denote	the	projection	of	the	deuteron	center	of	mass	position	vector	on	the	plane	perpendicular	to	
the	velocity	of	the	incident	beam.		The	magnitude	of	b	corresponds	to	the	classical	impact	parameter	of	
the	collision.		Let	us	imagine	the	internal	coordinate	of	the	deuteron	to	have	the	fixed	value	r	during	the	
course	of	the	collision.	Then	the	incident	deuteron	wave	function,	upon	passing	through	the	nucleus,	will	
accumulate	a	total	phase	shift	which	depends	upon	the	coordinate	r	as	well	as	on	the	impact	parameter	
vector	b.		If	we	write	this	total	phase	shift	function	for	interactions	of	the	deuteron	with	the	nucleus	as	
χtot(b,	r)	then,	by	analogy	with	nucleon-nucleus	collisions,	the	elastic	scattering	amplitude	for	deuteron-
nucleus	collisions	would	be	given	by	 F(q, k, r) = !"!! ∫𝑒!𝐪·𝐛[1− 𝑒!"!"!(𝐛,𝐫)]d(2)b          (2) 
where	ħk	is	the	momentum	of	the	incident	deuteron	and	ħq	is	the	momentum	transferred	to	the	nucleus.		
We	might	remark	that	this	expression	is	identical	in	form	to	that	for	particle-deuteron	collisions.		If	the	
target	nucleus	is	represented	schematically	by	a	complex	potential	well,	the	major	difference	between	a	
deuteron-nucleus	collision	and	the	collision	of	an	incident	particle	with	the	deuteron	lies	in	the	frame	of	
reference	used	[1].	
 The	internal	coordinate	r	of	the	deuteron	is,	of	course,	not	actually	fixed	during	the	collision.		We	
may	take	account	of	that	fact	by	noting	that 1−exp[iχtot(b, r)] may	be	regarded	as	an	operator	which	
induces	changes	in	the	internal	state	of	the	deuteron	through	its	dependence	on	r,	much	as	it	changes	the	
momentum	state	of	the	incident	deuteron	through	its	dependence	on	the	coordinate	b.	The	two-particle	
scattering	amplitudes	which	we	observe	in	deuteron-nucleus	collisions	are	the	matrix	elements	of F(q, k, r)  between	the	initial	and	final	internal	states	of	the	deuteron.  If	we	represent	these	states by⎹𝑖  and by⎹𝑓 , respectively,	we	may	write	the	corresponding	scattering	amplitude	as	Ffi (q, k) = 𝑓⎸F (q, k, r) ⎸𝑖 	 	 	 	 	 				(3)	= ∫ 𝜙!∗(𝐫)F (q, k, r)𝜙!(𝐫) dr 	 	 				(4)	
where,	in	the	latter	form, 𝜙!(𝐫)	and 𝜙!(𝐫)	are,	respectively,	the	initial	and	final	internal	wave	functions	
for	the	deuteron.		The	initial	state	will	ordinarily	be	the	deuteron	ground	state,	but	the	final	state⎹𝑓 	may	
be	any	state	of	the	two-nucleon	system.		Processes	in	which	the	neutron	and	proton	emerge	from	the	
collision	in	an	unbound	state	correspond	to	cases	in	which⎹𝑓 	is	an	excited	state	of	the	two-nucleon	
system.		Elastic	scattering	is	the	process	which	is	described	by	choosing⎹𝑓 	to	be	the	ground	state.	
	 The	differential	cross	section	(d𝜎/d𝛺)	fi	for	a	collision	in	which	a	deuteron	of	momentum	ħk	
transfers	momentum	ħq	to	the	nucleus	and	is	left	in	a	final	state⎹𝑓  is	given	by				                                                                      (d𝜎/d𝛺)fi   = 𝐹!"(𝐪, 𝑘) 2,            (5) 
where we have implicitly neglected the velocity change of the deuteron center of mass.  In particular, the 
angular distribution for elastic scattering (d𝜎/d𝛺)el is given by                                                               (d𝜎/d𝛺)el = (d𝜎/d𝛺)ii	 	 	 	 	 				(6)																							
	 	 	 	 	             = 𝐹!!(𝐪, 𝑘) 2 	 	 	 	 							(7)	 				
which	may	be	expressed	in	terms	of	the	total	phase	shift	χtot(b,	r)	by	using	Eq.	(2)	to	write																																																		                !!!! !" = !!! ! 𝑒!𝐪⋅ 𝐛!𝐛! 1 −  𝑒!"!"!(𝐛,𝐫) 1 −  𝑒!!!!"!∗ (𝐛!,𝐫)〉 d(2)b d(2)𝐛!   									 					(8)		
where	the	brackets	   	denote	expectation	values	taken	in	the	deuteron	ground	state.	
	 The	summed	scattered	intensity	for	the	emergence	of	the	two	incident	nucleons	from	the	
collision,	(d𝜎/d𝛺)2,	whether	they	appear	as	an	elastically	scattered	deuteron	or	as	two	unbound	nucleons,	
is	obtained	by	summing	the	squared	modulus	of	the	amplitude	Ffi(q,	k)	over	a	complete	set	of	final	internal	
deuteron	state𝑠⎹𝑓 .		We	then	have	the	intensity	for	the	sum	of	the	elastic	scattering	and	diffraction-
induced	splitting	or	dissociation	of	the	deuteron,	which	we	may	write	as	
	 	 	 	 (d𝜎/d𝛺)2 = Ʃf 𝐹!"(𝐪, 𝑘) 2.	 	 	 	 	 					(9)			
In	the	high-energy	approximation	we	may	neglect	the	energy	differences	of	the	various	final	states	of	the	
deuteron	since	they	are	nearly	equal	as	long	as	the	momentum	transfers	are	small.	We	are	therefore	able	
to	use	the	completeness	relation 𝜙!∗(𝐫) 𝜙!(𝐫′)!  = δ (r−r ′) in summing	over	all	final	states	in	Eq.	(9).		In	
this	way	we	find	
	 	 	 	 (d𝜎/d𝛺)2 = 𝐹(𝐪, 𝑘, 𝐫) !   	 	 	 					(10)	
which	may	be	expressed	in	terms	of	the	total	phase	shift	by	means	of	Eq.	(2)	and	takes	the	form	
        !!!! != !!! ! 𝜙!(𝐫) !𝑒!𝐪⋅ 𝐛!𝐛! [1 −  𝑒!"!𝐨𝐭(𝐛,𝐫)][1 −  𝑒!!"!"!∗ (𝐛!,𝐫)]d(2)b d(2) 𝐛! dr . 	 					(11)				
	 This	differential	cross	section,	we	should	emphasize,	furnishes	the	distribution	of	directions	taken	
by	the	final	center	of	mass	momentum	of	the	two	emergent	nucleons.		It	does	not	in	general	represent	
the	angular	distributions	of	the	emerging	nucleons	considered	individually.	
	 The	intensity	of	the	diffraction-induced	dissociation	of	the	deuteron	into	a	free	neutron	and	a	free	
proton,	(d𝜎/d𝛺)dis,	is	simply	the	difference	between	the	summed	scattered	intensity	for	the	emergence	
of	two	nucleons	and	the	intensity	of	elastic	scattering.	
	 	 	 	 (d𝜎/d𝛺)dis = (d𝜎/d𝛺)2 − (d𝜎/d𝛺)el 	 	 	 					(12)	
	 	 	 	 	     = 𝐹 𝐪, 𝑘, 𝒓 ! − 𝐹(𝐪, 𝑘, 𝐫) !.	 	 	 					(13)	
If	we	use	Eqs.	(8),	(11),	and	(12)	we	may	write	this	intensity	in	the	form	
       !!!! !"#= !!! ! 𝑒!𝐪⋅ 𝐛!𝐛! {⟨[1 −  𝑒!"!𝐨𝐭(𝐛,𝐫)][ 1 − 𝑒!!"𝐭𝐨𝐭∗ (𝐛!,𝐫)]〉                                 −⟨1˗ 𝑒!"!"!(𝐛,𝐫) ⟩⟨1-𝑒!!"!"!∗ (𝐛!,𝐫)⟩}d(!)𝐛d(!)𝐛!   	 					(14)	
                    = !!! ! 𝑒!𝐪⋅ 𝐛!𝐛! {⟨𝑒![!!"!(𝐛,𝐫)!!!"!∗ (𝐛!,𝐫)]⟩  ˗ ⟨𝑒!"!"!(𝐛,𝐫)〉⟨ 𝑒!!"!"!∗ (𝐛!,𝐫)⟩}d(!)𝐛d(!)𝐛!.            (15) 
The	various	intensities	we	have	described	may	be	integrated	over	all	the	directions	of	k′,	where	ħk′		is	the	
momentum	of	the	center	of	mass	of	the	scattered	two-particle	system.		The	cross	section	for	elastic	
scattering,	𝜎el,	is	given	by	     𝜎el = ∫ d𝜎d𝛺 eld𝛺𝐤!  .  	 	 	 					(16)	
Since	high-energy	scattering	is	predominantly	small-angle	scattering,	the	integration	over	the	surface	of	
the	sphere	 𝐤! !=k	may	be	approximated	by	an	integration	over	the	plane,	in	momentum	space,	which	is	
tangent	to	the	sphere	at	the	forward	direction	k′=k.		The	solid	angle	d𝛺𝐤!  may	therefore	be	represented	
approximately	by	d(2)k′/k2,	where	d(2)k′	lies	in	the	tangent	plane	mentioned.		Since	the	angular	distribution	
is	a	function	of	q=k−k′	and	k	is	fixed	we	may	equivalently	replace	d𝛺𝐤!  by	d(2)q/k2.		With	this	
approximation	we	carry	out	the	integration	in	Eq.	(16)	and	write	the	elastic	scattering	cross	section	as							     𝜎el=∫ !!!! !" !(!)𝐪!!  .     	 	 	 	 						(17)	
This	integrated	cross	section	may	be	expressed	as	an	impact	parameter	integral	in	terms	of	the	total	phase	
shift	χtot(b,	r)	by	means	of	Eq.	(8)	and	by	making	use	of	the	Fourier	integral	representation	of	the	two-
dimensional	delta	function.		The	result	may	be	written	as		 	 	 	 	 	      𝜎e l= ∫ 1 − 𝑒!"!"!(𝐛,𝐫) !d(!)𝐛 . 	 	 					(18)	
	 The	integrated	cross	section	for	the	emergence	of	two	nucleons,	𝜎2,	is	similarly	given	
approximately	by	the	integrals	
	 	 	 	 	 𝜎2= ∫ d𝜎d𝛺 2 d(2)𝐪𝑘2 	 	 	 	 	 					(19)	
	 	 	 	 	 				=	∫ 1 −  𝑒!"!"!(𝐛,𝐫) ! d(!)𝐛		.		 	 	 					(20)	
	 The	integrated	cross	section	for	diffraction	induced	dissociation	𝜎dis	is	easily	obtained	by	
integrating	the	corresponding	intensity	given	by	Eq.	(14),	
     𝜎dis= ∫ d𝜎d𝛺 dis d(2)𝐪𝑘2           (21)           = ∫ [ 1 −  𝑒!"!"!(𝐛,𝐫) !   −  1 − 𝑒!"!"!(𝐛,𝐫) !]d(!)𝐛       (22)	
	 	 	 	 	      = ∫ [ 𝑒!"!"! 𝐛,𝐫 !   −   𝑒!"!"! 𝐛,𝐫 !]d ! 𝐛.  	 					(23)	
	 The	optical	theorem	states	that	the	deuteron	total	cross	section,	𝜎d,is	given	by	     𝜎d = (4π/k) Im [Fii (0, k)]. 	 	 	 					(24)	
When	Eqs.	(2)	and	(3)	are	used	to	evaluate	the	forward	scattering	amplitude	in	this	expression	we	find	      𝜎d=2∫ [1− Re 𝑒!"!"! 𝐛,𝐫 ]d(2) b .   	 						(25)	
	 A	simple	check	on	the	unitary	character	of	these	approximate	expressions	may	be	made	by	
assuming	that	the	target	nucleus	is	represented	by	a	real	optical	potential	or	a	real	phase	shift	function	χtot(b, r ).		In	that	case	no	excitations	of	the	nucleus	which	are	represented	in	the	optical	model	by	
absorptive	processes	would	occur.		It	is	immediately	seen	that	when	χtot	is	real	the	two	integrated	cross	
sections	𝜎el	for	elastic	scattering	and	𝜎dis	for	diffraction	dissociation	sum	to	𝜎d	as	given	by	Eq.	(25).	
3. Semi-classical description of diffraction dissociation	
	 Diffraction	dissociation	and	other	stripping	processes	can	be	understood,	given	some	
approximations,	on	a	semi-quantitative	basis	in	semi-classical	terms.		In	this	section	we	shall	present	such	
a	description	of	the	mechanism	which	induces	the	diffraction	dissociation	of	the	deuteron.		This	will	be	a	
discussion	of	the	extreme	case	in	which	the	size	of	the	deuteron	is	much	smaller	than	the	dimension	
within	which	the	nuclear	field	to	which	the	deuteron	is	subject	changes	appreciably.		One	of	the	
advantages	of	this	discussion	is	that	it	allows	us	to	make	contact	with	simple	classical	images.		The	field	of	
the	nucleus	does	not,	of	course,	quantitatively	obey	our	restrictions.		The	surface	thickness	is	generally	
smaller	than	the	average	deuteron	radius.		These	approximate	considerations	only	furnish	a	crude	guide,	
but	nonetheless	are	interesting	because,	for	example,	they	show	where	in	the	nuclear	potential	the	
diffraction	dissociation	tends	to	predominantly	take	place.			
	 For	simplicity	we	shall	assume	that	the	effective	total	phase	shift	function	χtot(b, r)	for	deuteron-
nucleus	collisions	may	be	approximated	by	the	sum	of	the	neutron-nucleus	and	proton-nucleus	effective	
phase	shifts	χn	and	χp	so	that	
	 	 	 	 χtot(b, r) = χn(b − !! s) + χp(b + !! s),	 	 	 	 						(26)	
where	s 	is	the	projection	of	r 	on	the	plane	of	impact	parameters,	i.e.,	perpendicular	to	the	direction	of	the	
incident	beam.		For	neutron-nucleus	and	proton-nucleus	effective	forces	with	azimuthal	symmetry	about	
the	direction	of	the	incident	beam,	we	may	write	χj(b) = χj(b)	for	j=n,	p.		If	χj(b)	tends	to	vary	slowly	over	
a	distance	equal	to	the	average	deuteron	radius,	as	for	example	might	be	the	case	if	the	nucleus	were	very	
large,	we	might	expand	χj (b±!! s),	for	j=n,	p,	in	a	Taylor	series	as	
										χj(b±!! s) = χj(b) ± !! 𝐬 ∙ 𝐛 !!!(!)!"  +!!! 	{ 𝐬 ∙ 𝐛 ! !!!! !!!! − !! !!! !!" + !! !!! !!" } +⋯,                         (27) 
where	𝐬	and	𝐛	are	unit	vectors.		The	total	phase	shift,	which	is	given	by	Eq.	(26),	may	then	be	written	as			
										χn(b − !! s) + χp(b +  !! s) = χn(b) + χp(b) + !! 𝐬 ∙ 𝐛 !!"[χp(b) - χn(b)]  +   	
	 							+ !!! {(s ∙ 𝐛)!{ !!!!! [χn(b) + χp(b)] −  !! !!" [χn(b) + χp(b)]}+ !! !!" [χn(b) + χp(b)]}	+⋯.							(28)	
	 At	high	energies	the	effective	phase	shifts	χn	and	χp	may	be	generally	described	in	terms	of	
effective	complex	potentials	Vn	and	Vp	by	[1]	
	 	 	 	 χj(b) = − !ħ! 𝑉! 𝑏, 𝑧 𝑑𝑧!!!  ,       j=n, p, 	 	 					(29)	
where	z	is	the	projection	vector	of	the	incident	nucleon	j	along	the	direction	of	the	incident	beam,	i.e.,	
parallel	to	k.		The	first	derivative	of	χj(b)	may	therefore	be	expressed	as		
	 	 	 	 𝜒!!(b) = −  !ħ! !!!(!,!)!" d𝑧!!!  .					 	 	 	 		 					(30)	
Classically,	for	the	case	of	real	potentials	we	may	think	of	the	gradient	−∂Vj/∂b	as	a	radial	force	(Fj)b	in	the	
direction	perpendicular	to	the	incident	beam.		Then	if	we	write	dz=v	dt,	we	may	rewrite	Eq.	30)	as	
		 	 	 	 𝜒!!(b) =  !ħ 𝐹! !d𝑡!!! 	 	 	 	 	 	 					(31)	
	 	 	 	           =  !ħ Jj(b).   	 	 	 	 	 	 					(32)	
It	is	clear	from	this	form	that	𝜒!!corresponds	to	the	radial	impulse	Jj	which	is	imparted	to	nucleon	j	in	its	
passage	through	the	potential	Vj.		Similarly	we	have	
	 	 	 	 𝜒!!(b)= !ħ !!" 𝐹! !d𝑡!!! 	 	 	 	 	 					(33)	
	 	 	 	           =  !ħ !!" [Jj(b)]  	 	 	 	 	 					(34)	
which	represents	the	derivative	of	the	radial	impulse.		Eq.	(28)	may	therefore	be	written	as		       χn(b − !! s)+χp(b + !! s)=χn(b)+χp(b)+ !!ħ 𝐬 ∙ 𝐛[Jp(b) −Jn(b)]+          +  !!!ħ {(𝐬 ∙ 𝐛)!{ !!" [Jn(b)+Jp(b)] −  !! [Jn(b)+Jp(b)]}+!! [Jn(b)+Jp(b)]}	+⋯.       (35) 									
The	possibility	of	change	in	the	internal	state	of	the	deuteron	during	the	collision	process	arises	from	the	
dependence	of	this	total	phase	shift	on	the	coordinate	s.		If	the	s-dependent	terms	of	the	expansion	are	
negligible	in	magnitude,	no	dissociation	takes	place	through	the	diffraction	mechanism.			
	 The	diffraction	dissociation	process	is	governed	by	 𝒆𝒊𝝌𝐭𝐨𝐭 𝐛,𝐫 𝟐   −   𝒆𝒊𝝌𝐭𝐨𝐭 𝐛,𝐫 𝟐,	the	integrand	
of	Eq.	(23).		The	first	contribution	to	diffraction	dissociation	arises	from	the	term	linear	in	s	in	Eq.	(35)	and	
depends	on	the	difference	between	the	two	radial	impulses,	Jp(b)	and	Jn(b),	which	are	communicated	to	
the	proton	and	neutron,	respectively.		If,	for	example,	the	neutron-nucleus	and	proton-nucleus	
interactions	are	assumed	to	be	identical,	Jp−Jn	vanishes	and	the	term	proportional	to	s2	in	Eq.	(35)	
becomes	the	dominant	s-dependent	term.		In	that	case	Eq.	(35)	may	be	approximated	by	 χn(b - !! s)+χp(b + !! s) ≈χn(b)+χp(b)+ !!!ħ {(𝐬 ∙ 𝐛)!{ !!" [Jn(b)+Jp(b)] +                  −  !! [Jn(b)+Jp(b)]}+!! [Jn(b)+Jp(b)]}.	 	 	 					(36) 
We	see	that	it	is	the	total	radial	impulse,	Jn(b)+Jp(b), and its	derivative,	𝜕[Jn(b)+Jp(b)]/𝜕𝑏,	which	govern	
the	dissociation	process	at	small	scattering	angles	of	the	center	of	mass.	
	 Since	for	nuclei	which	are	not	too	heavy	for	which	the	neutron	and	proton	forces	are	reasonably	
similar,	it	may	be	of	some	interest	to	pursue	this	approximation	further	and	see	thereby	in	what	part	of	
the	nucleus	the	deuteron	break-up	takes	place.		If,	for	simplicity,	we	assume	Vn=Vp=V,	we	may	write	χn=χp=χ	and		   χn(b - !! s)+ χp(b +  !! s) ≈ 2χ(b)+ !!ħ {(𝒔 ∙ 𝐛)![𝐽! 𝑏 − !! 𝐽 𝑏 ] + 𝑠𝟐 !! 𝐽 𝑏 }.         (37) With this approximation we may write    𝑏[ 𝒆𝒊𝝌𝐭𝐨𝐭 𝐛,𝐫 𝟐   −  𝒆𝒊𝝌𝐭𝐨𝐭 𝐛,𝐫 𝟐] ∝  {[!! 𝑟! − 𝑟! !]b[𝐽! 𝑏 + !! 𝐽 𝑏 ]2 − !"! 𝑟4  𝐽 𝑏 𝐽! 𝑏 }.   (38) 
	 We	note	that	the	approximation	we	have	used	is	that	the	average	deuteron	radius	is	much	smaller	
than	the	distance	in	which	χ	varies	appreciably.		It	is	not	a	good	approximation	but	it	is	an	interesting	
guide	as	an	idealization.			
	 Let	us	consider	the	effective	potential	to	be	the	Saxon-Woods	potential		
	 	 	 	 	 V(r) = −V0/{1+ exp[(r-RN)/a]}. 	 	 					(39)	
The	function	𝜒! 𝑏 	may	be	written	in	the	form	
	 	 	 	                 𝜒! 𝑏 = −  !ħ! !! 𝑉! 𝑟 𝑑𝑧!! ,         (40) 	
where		r	=	(b2	+	z2)1/2.		Similarly,	the	function	𝜒!(𝑏)	may	be	written	in	the	form		
	 	 	 	                 𝜒! 𝑏 = −  !ħ! !!!! 𝑉! 𝑟 + !!!! 𝑉! 𝑟 𝑑𝑧.!!  	 					(41)	 	
With	the	Saxon-Woods	potential,	Eq.	(40)	becomes	
	 	                               𝜒! 𝑏 =  − !!ħ!" !!  !!!!"#$ [(!!!!)/!]𝑑𝑧!!  .	 	 	 					(42)	
Similarly,	Eq.	(41)	becomes	                             𝜒! 𝑏 =  !!ħ!" !!!"! !"#$ [(!!!!)/!]{!!!"#$ [(!!!!)/!]}! − !!!! !{!!!"#$ [(!!!!)/!]} 𝑑𝑧!! .	 	 					(43)	
We	define	the	right hand	side of	(38)	as	g(b)	which	we	may	rewrite	as	 
	 	 	 	 	 g(b)	=	C1b(𝜒!+𝜒!/𝑏)2	−	C2𝜒!𝜒!,	 	 	 	 					(44)	 	
with	C1=9 𝑟! /5− 𝑟! ! and	C2=12 𝑟! /5.		To	go	further	we	need	an	estimate	of	C2/	C1.		We	shall	use	the	
Hulthén	wave	function	for	the	deuteron	ground	state	(ignoring	the	D-state	for	simplicity),	
	 	 	                                  𝜙!(𝐫)=N	(𝑒!!" 	-𝑒!!")/r	 	 	 	 					(45) 
with	𝛾=0.2316	and	𝛽=5.98𝛾	=	1.385.	The	normalization	constant	is	N2= 𝛾𝛽(𝛾	+ 𝛽)/[2𝜋(𝛽 − 𝛾)2]=0.06204.	
For	this	wave	function	C2/	C1≈1.5566.  Therefore 
	 	 	 																								g(b)	=	C1[b(𝜒!+𝜒!/𝑏)2	–	1.5566𝜒!𝜒!].									 	 	 					(46)  
	 																									 	
We	have	evaluated the right hand side of Eq. 46  numerically and	in	Figure	1	we	present	the	
results	for	the	illustrative	cases	in	which	the	parameter	RN	is	taken	to	be	2.50,	3.75,	5.00,	6.25,	and	7.50	
fm.		The	skin	thickness	parameter,	a,	is	taken	to	be	0.65	fm	for	all	cases.	We	note	that	the	absolute		
maximum	occurs	at	b/(RN+a) ≈1	for	each	case	except	that	for	the	lightest	nucleus	there	is	a	second	
maximum	of	comparable	magnitude	at	b/(RN+a) ≈0.42.	At	b/(RN+a) ≈1	we	have	r≳ 𝑅! + 𝑎	and	V(r)/V(0) ≲ 0.27, indicating	that	the	diffraction	dissociation	process	occurs	predominantly	in	the	surface	
region,	outside	the	nuclear	radius	RN.		An	alternative	description	would	be	to	note,	by	integrating	over	b,	
that	more	than	half	the	cross	section	comes	from	the	region	in	which	b/(RN+a)	is	greater	than	between	
0.89	to	0.97	for	all	cases,	except	that	for	the	lightest	nucleus	it	is	the	region	b/(RN+a) ≳0.74	which	
contributes	more	than	half	the	cross	section.		In	the	former	cases	r	is	greater	than	between	0.89	to	0.97	
times	(𝑅! + 𝑎)	and	V(r)/V(0) is less than between 0.34 to 0.41, again indicating	that	the	diffraction	
dissociation	process	occurs	predominantly	in	the	surface	region,	outside	the	nuclear	radius	RN.  	
																				 	
In	Figure	2,	for	a	medium-sized	nucleus,	RN=5	fm,	we	show	the	contribution	to	g(b)	from	only	the	
radial	impulse,	J(b),	the	contribution	from	only	the	radial	derivative	of	the	impulse,	𝐽! 𝑏 ,		the	sum	of	
those	two	contributions,	and	the	total	magnitude	of	g(b)	,	which	includes		the	interference	terms	involving	
both		𝐽(𝑏)	and		𝐽!(𝑏).		We	see	that	the	diffraction	dissociation	process	is	governed	primarily	by	the	
derivative	of	the	radial	impulse.	This	result	holds	for	all	but	the	lightest	nuclei	and	is	more	pronounced	the	
heavier	the	nucleus.	
4. Effects	of	absorption 	
Let	us	first	consider	the	effect	of	inelastic	collisions	between	a	beam	of	single	particles	and	nuclei.		
Inelastic	collisions,	in	effect,	remove	particles	from	the	beam	and	the	change	of	energy	means	that	they	
no	longer	interfere	with	the	incident	or	elastically	scattered	waves.		When	the	detection	process	is	
selective	in	energies	in	favor	of	elastic	scattering,	then	these	inelastically	scattered	particles	are	
undetected	and	may	as	well	have	been	described	as	having	been	absorbed.		Such	a	description	has	been	
shown	[1]	to	be	possible	quite	generally	where	the	procedure	for	finding	the	complex	potential	which	is	
effective	at	high	energies	is	described.		The	part	of	the	complex	potential	which	describes	the	absorption	
process	is	the	imaginary	part.		By	looking	at	the	net	flux	of	particles	in	the	region	where	the	imaginary	part	
of	the	potential	does	not	vanish,	it	is	easy	to	show	[1]	that	for	a	potential	V1(r 1)	the	absorption	cross	
section,	σ1abs,	is	
	 	 	 	 σ1abs= −  !ħ!∫ψ*(r 1) Im[V1(r 1)]ψ(r 1)dr 1,		 	 	 					(47)	
where	ψ(r 1)	is	the	single-particle	wave	function.		In	the	high-energy	approximation	[1]	this	wave	function	
is					
	 	 	 	 ψ(r 1) =  𝑒!𝐤!·𝐫!𝑒  ! ! ħ! !! 𝐛!!𝐳!! !𝐳𝟏!!!!! 	,	 	 	 	 						(48)	
where	we	have	written	r 1=b 1+z 1	with	z 1	being	the	projection	of	r 1	along	the	direction	of	the	incident	
beam,	and	where	ħk 1	is	the	momentum	of	the	incident	particle.		If	we	substitute	the	wave	function	(48)	
into	Eq.	(47)	and	write	the	element	of	volume	dr 1	as	d(2)b 1dz1	we	obtain	
	 	 	 σ1abs= −  !ħ!∫d(2)b 1 𝑒  𝟐 ħ𝒗 !"[!! 𝐛!!𝐳!! ]!!!!!!!! Im[𝑉! 𝐛! + 𝐳! ]d𝑧!!!! .			 						(49)	
The	z1-integration	is	simply	that	of	an	exact	differential	and	leads	to	
	 	 	 	 σ1abs= ∫[1− 𝑒  𝟐 ħ𝒗!" !! 𝐛!𝐳 ]!!!!! ]d(2)b 	 	 	 	 					(50)	
	 	 	 	          = ∫ [1− 𝒆𝒊!! 𝐛 𝟐]d(2)b ,   	 	 	 	 						(51)		
where	χ1(b)	is	given	by	Eq.	(29).	
	 A	deuteron-nucleus	absorption	process	is	a	process	in	which	some	incoherent	collision	takes	place	
involving	either	the	neutron	or	the	proton	or	both.		The	concept	of	absorption	for	the	deuteron-nucleus	
collision	is	a	generalization	of	the	idea	of	absorption	for	the	single-particle-nucleus	problem.		To	discuss	
absorption	processes	for	the	deuteron	we	shall	assume	that	the	nucleus	may	be	represented	by	an	optical	
model	as	far	as	each	of	the	nucleon-nucleus	interactions	is	concerned.		That	is	to	say,	the	neutron	and	the	
proton	are	each	assumed	to	interact	with	suitably	determined	but	independent	optical	model	
representations	of	the	nucleus.		We	let	the	optical	potential	seen	by	the	neutron	be	Vn(rn)	and	that	seen	
by	the	proton	Vp(r p).		We	shall	approximate	the	total	optical	potential	by	adding	the	two	independent	
interactions	to	say	
	 	 	 	 V (r n, r p) = Vn(r n)+ Vp(r p). 	 	 	 	 						(52)	
With	this	representation	of	the	nuclear	interactions	we	can	find	the	absorption	cross	section	σabs	for	
deuteron-nucleus	collisions	through	a	simple	generalization	of	the	formulae	we	have	discussed	for	
nucleon-nucleus	collisions.		This	cross	section,	σabs, is	one	for	collisions	in	which	one	or	both	of	the	particles	
is	absorbed.	
	 In	place	of	a	single-particle	wave	function	we	must	now	consider	the	two-particle	wave	function	ψ (r n, r p),	where	r n	and	r p	are	position	vectors	for	the	neutron	and	proton	in	the	deuteron.		In	the	
expression	for	the	absorption	cross	section	of	the	deuteron,	σabs,	corresponding	to	Eq.	(47)	for	the	single-
particle	absorption	cross	section,	σ1abs,	we	use	not	Im[V1(r1)]	but	rather	Im[V(rn,	rp)].		By	means	of	Eq.	(52)	
we	may	write	the	absorption	cross	section	of	the	deuteron	as	
	 	 	 	 σabs	=	−  !ħ!	∫ψ*(rn,	rp)	Im[	Vn(rn)+	Vp(rp)]ψ	(rn,	rp)drndrp.	 		 						(53)					
It	will	be	convenient	to	make	the	abbreviation	        𝜔j(r j) = −  !ħ! 𝑉!!!! j(b j+z j′) dzj′, j=n, p.                       (54) 
If	we	let	R = !!(r p+r n)	be	the	position	vector	of	the	deuteron	center	of	mass,	the	two-particle	wave	
function	is	given	in	the	high-energy	approximation	by	                  ψ (r n, r p) = 𝑒!𝐤·𝐑!![!! 𝐫! !!! 𝐫! ]𝜙 𝐫! − 𝐫! .        (55) 
The	squared	modulus	of	this	wave	function	is	given	by	          𝜓(𝐫!, 𝐫!) != 𝑒!!"#[!! 𝐫! !!! 𝐫! ] 𝜙 𝐫! − 𝒓! !.           (56) 
The	position	vectors	r p	and r n	of	the	proton	and	neutron	are	related	to	the	center-of-mass	and	relative	
coordinates	R 	and	r 	of	the	deuteron	by	                 r p = R + !!r           (57)                r n = R − !!r.          (58) 
If	we	substitute	Eq.	(56)	into	Eq.	(53),	transform	the	integration	variables	to	R 	and	r ,	and	replace	dR 	by	d(2)bdz,	we	obtain	        σabs = −  !ħ! ∫ 𝜙 𝐫 !d𝐫∫ Im[Vn(R −  𝟏𝟐r)+Vp(R + 𝟏𝟐r)]𝑒!!"#[!! 𝐑 !  !!𝐫 !!! 𝐑 ! !!𝐫 ]dzd(2)b.        (59) 
The	z-integration	is	once	again	that	of	an	exact	differential	and	results	in	a	simple	expression	for	the	
deuteron	absorption	cross	section	given	by     σabs = ∫ [1−|𝐞𝐢!! ! ! !! 𝐬 !𝐢!! ! !  !! 𝐬 |!] 𝜙 𝐫 !d𝐫d(2)b .        (60) 
The	interpretation	of	this	result	as	a	cross	section	for	all	absorption	processes	is	confirmed	by	adding	this	
expression	to	that	given	by	Eq.	(20)	for	the	cross	section	σ2	which	is	the	cross	section	for	the	emergence	of	
two	particles,	whether	bound	or	unbound.			We	find	that	the	sum	is	just	the	deuteron	total	cross	section	σd,	    σd = σ2 + σabs.             (61) 
	 The	absorption	processes	which	may	occur	in	deuteron-nucleus	collisions	are	of	three	varieties.		
There	are	those	in	which	the	neutron	is	absorbed	and	not	the	proton,	those	in	which	the	proton	is	
absorbed	and	not	the	neutron,	and	finally	those	in	which	both	the	neutron	and	the	proton	are	absorbed.	
We	shall	be	interested	in	finding	expressions	for	each	of	these	cross	sections	considered	individually.		In	
order	to	do	this	it	is	convenient	to	begin	by	dividing	the	total	absorption	cross	section	σabs	into	two	parts	
according	to	whether	or	not	a	particular	particle,	say	the	proton,	is	absorbed.		We	shall	let	σpabs denote	
the	cross	section	corresponding	to	processes	in	which	the	proton	is	absorbed	whether	the	neutron	is	
absorbed	or	not.		The	remainder	of	the	total	absorption	cross	section,	which	we	write	as	σpas,	is	the	cross	
section	for	processes	in	which	the	neutron	is	absorbed	and	the	proton	remains	free,	i.e.,	Serber-type	
absorptive	stripping.	
	 Let	us	now	derive	the	cross	section	σpabs	for	absorption	of	the	proton	with	no	attention	being	paid	
to	the	neutron.		This	derivation	will	also	furnish	us	with	a	useful	way	of	writing	the	free-proton	absorption	
cross	section.		In	considering	σpabs we	are	interested	only	in	what	happens	to	the	proton	in	collisions	in	
which	the	deuteron	is	the	projectile	and	we	ignore	the	behavior	of	the	neutron.		Hence	we	are	considering	
only	a	part	of	a	two-particle	system.		Before	any	interaction	between	the	deuteron	and	the	nucleus	takes	
place,	the	deuteron	as	a	whole	may	be	described	by	the	two-particle	incident	wave	function	ψinc(r n, r p)	
given	by			    ψinc (r n, r p) = 𝑒!!!𝐤·(𝐫!!!!)𝜙! 𝐫! − 𝐫! .           (62) 
This	wave	function	cannot	generally	be	written	as	a	product	of	a	function	of	r p	alone	and	a	function	of	r n	
alone;	so	the	proton	does	not	have	its	own	wave	function.		The	use	of	this	pure	state	wave	function	is	
equivalent	to	the	use	of	a	two-particle	density	matrix	    ψinc*(r n′, r p′)ψinc (r n, r p).          (63) 
	 Discussions	which	deal	only	with	the	way	in	which	the	proton	is	affected	by	the	collision	and	which	
ignore	the	behavior	of	the	neutron	can	best	be	carried	out	by	using	a	reduced	form	of	the	density	matrix	
which	depends	only	upon	the	proton	coordinates.		The	reduced	density	operator	for	the	proton	
corresponding	to	the	incident	deuteron	wave	is	given	by	    ρpinc (r p′, r p) = ∫ ψinc*(r n, r p′)ψinc (r n, r p)dr n        (64)              =𝑒!!!𝐤·(𝐫!!𝐫!!)∫ 𝜙!∗ r!! − 𝐫! 𝜙! 𝐫! − 𝐫! dr n  .        (65) 
To	treat	by	means	of	the	high-energy	approximation	high-energy	deuteron	collisions	in	which	the	proton	is	
absorbed,	we	require	the	reduced	density	matrix	ρp (r p′, r p)	in	that	approximation.		We	know	from	Eqs.	
(48)	and	(54)	that	the	single-particle	wave	function	may	be	written	as	              ψp(r p) = 𝑒!𝐤!·𝐫!𝑒!!! 𝐫!  .          (66) 
Similarly,	we	may	show	that	ρp(r p′, r p)	may	be	written	as		         ρp (r p′, r p) = 𝑒!!!!∗ 𝐫!! 𝜌!"#$ 𝐫!! , 𝐫! 𝑒!"! 𝐫! .           (67) 
	 The	absorption	cross	section	for	a	particle	with	a	known	wave	function	we	have	seen	is	given	by	
Eq.	(47).		To	calculate	σpabs	we	note	that	for	a	particle	described	by	the	reduced	density	matrix	ρp(r p′, r p)	
the	wave	function	product	ψ*(r p)ψ (r p)	in	Eq.(47)	must	more	generally	be	replaced	by	the	diagonal	
matrix	element	ρp(r p, r p).		Hence	the	absorption	cross	section	for	the	proton	becomes	     σpabs = −  !ħ!∫Im [Vp(r p)] ρp (r p, r p) dr p.           (68) 
The	diagonal	element	of	the	density	matrix	ρp(r p, r p)	is	simply	given	by		     ρp(r p, r p)= 𝑒!!"#[!!(𝐫!)]𝜌!"#$ 𝐫!, 𝐫!         (69)         = 𝑒!!"#[!!(𝐫!)]∫ 𝜙 𝐫! − 𝒓! !dr n           (70)                        = 𝑒!!"#[!!(𝐫!)] .          (71) 
Therefore	the	absorption	cross	section	for	the	proton	in	deuteron-nucleus	collisions	is	given	by	
     σpabs=−  !ħ!∫Im[Vp(r p)]𝑒!!"#[!!(𝐫!)]dr p              (72)                 =∫[1 − 𝑒!"!(𝐛!) !]d(2)b p .                         (73)   
We	note	that	the	last	form	for	σpabs	is	equal	to	the	free-particle	absorption	cross	section	given	in	Eq.	(51).		
This	simple	result	should	come	as	no	surprise	since	by	ignoring	the	fate	of	the	neutron	and	eliminating	its	
position	coordinate	from	the	calculation	we	are	in	effect	simply	dealing	with	the	case	in	which	a	uniform	
flux	of	protons	is	incident	upon	the	nucleus.		Although	the	result	in	Eq.	(73)	is	thus	in	a	sense	trivial,	the	
means	by	which	we	have	derived	it	is	not	and	will	shortly	prove	useful	as	we	shall	use	an	extension	of	this	
method	in	discussing	the	remaining	part	of	the	cross	section	(σpas).	
	 It	is	useful	to	separate	σpabs	itself	into	two	parts.		One	cross	section,	σ2abs, is	that	for	two-particle	
absorption	and	represents	processes	in	which	both	the	proton	and	neutron	are	absorbed.		The	other	cross	
section,	σnas,	represents	stripping	processes	in	which	the	proton	is	absorbed	and	the	neutron	emerges	as	a	
free	particle.			The	reduced	density	matrix	ρp(r p′, r p)	which	we	introduced	in	Eq.	(67)	corresponds	to	a	
description	of	the	proton	regardless	of	what	happens	to	the	neutron.		That	is,	the	neutron	may	or	may	not	
be	absorbed.		The	reduced	density	matrix		ρp′(r p′, r p)	which	corresponds	to	situations	in	which	the	
neutron	is	not	absorbed	is	given	by		     ρp′(r p′, r p) =∫ ψ*(r n, r p′)ψ(r n, r p)dr n .          (74) 
The	difference	                  𝜌p (r p′, r p) =ρp(r p′, r p) −ρp′(r p′, r p)                  (75) 
then	describes	the	proton	when	the	neutron	has	been	absorbed.		Similarly	         𝜌n(r n′, r n) = ρn(r n′, r n) − ρn′(r n′, r n)         (76) 
describes	the	neutron	when	the	proton	has	been	absorbed.		If	a	neutron	is	first	absorbed	in	a	collision,	the	
rate	at	which	the	proton	is	absorbed	is	     −  !ħ∫ [ImVp(r p)] 𝜌p (r p, r p) dr p.   (77) 
Similarly,	if	as	proton	is	first	absorbed	in	a	collision,	the	rate	at	which	the	neutron	is	absorbed	is		     −  !ħ∫Im [Vn(r n)] 𝜌n (r n, r n) dr n.   (78) 
The	cross	section	σ2abs	for	two-particle	absorption	in	which	both	the	neutron	and	the	proton	are	absorbed	
is	obtained	by	adding	the	two	rates	so	that	   σ2abs=−  !ħ!∫Im[Vp(r p)] 𝜌p(r p, r p)dr p  −  !ħ!∫Im[Vn(r n)] 𝜌n(r n, r n)dr n  .      (79) 
By	means	of	Eq.	(70)	we	may	write	ρp(rp,	rp)	as	    ρp(r p, r p) =𝑒![!!(𝐫!)!!!∗ (𝐫!)]∫ 𝜙 𝐫! − 𝒓! !d𝐫! .             (80) 
By	means	of	Eqs.	(55)	and	(74)	we	may	write	ρpʹ(rp,	rp)	as	   ρp′ (r p, r p) = ∫ ψ*(r n, r p) ψ (r n, r p) dr n          (81)          = 𝑒![!!(𝐫!)!!!∗ (𝐫!)]∫ 𝑒![!!(𝐫!)!!!∗ (𝐫!)] 𝜙 𝐫! − 𝒓! !d𝐫! .                  (82) 
The	density	matrix	𝜌p	(rp,	rp)	is	therefore,	by	Eq.	(75),	                           𝜌p(r p, r p)= 𝑒![!!(𝐫!)!!!∗ (𝐫!)]∫ 1 − 𝑒![!!(𝐫!)!!!∗ (𝐫!)] 𝜙 𝐫! − 𝐫! !d𝐫!              (83)                    = 𝑒!"!(𝐫!) !∫ [1 − 𝑒!"!(𝒓!) !] 𝜙 𝐫! − 𝐫! !d𝐫!.      (84)  
The	density	matrix	𝜌n (r n, r n)	is	given	by	Eq.	(84)	with	the	subscripts	n	and	p	interchanged.		The	two-
particle	absorption	cross	section	may	therefore	be	written	as	  σ2abs =− !ħ!∫Im[Vp(r p)] 𝑒!"!(𝐫!) !d𝐫!∫ [1 − 𝑒!"!(𝐫!) !] 𝜙 𝐫! − 𝐫! !d𝐫!                         − !ħ!∫Im [Vn(r n)] 𝑒!"!(𝐫!) !d𝐫!∫ [1 − 𝑒!"!(𝐫!) !] 𝜙 𝐫! − 𝐫! !d𝐫!       (85)               =−  !ħ!∫ 𝜙 𝐫! − 𝐫! !{Im [Vp(r p)]𝑒!!"#[!!(𝐫!)][1 − 𝑒!"!(𝐫!) !]                       +Im [Vn(r n)] 𝑒!!"#[!!(𝐫!)] [1 − 𝑒!"! 𝐫! !]}d𝐫!d𝐫!  .        (86) 
We	may	rewrite	the	quantity	inside	the	brackets	{	}	in	Eq.(86)	as 
							Im[Vp(r p)]𝑒!!"#[!!(𝐫!)]+Im[Vn(r n)] 𝑒!!"#[!!(𝐫!)] − Im 𝑉!(𝐫!) + 𝑉!(𝐫!) 𝑒!!"#[!! 𝐫! !!!(𝐫!)].			
If	we	transform	the	integration	variables	to	the	deuteron	relative	and	center-of-mass	coordinates	r 	and	R 	
we	obtain	     σ2abs =−  !ħ!∫ 𝜙 𝐫 !{Im [Vp(R+!!r)]𝑒!!"#[!!(𝐑!!!𝐫)] +Im [Vn(R- !!r)]𝑒!!"#[!!(𝐑!!!𝐫)]                        − Im[Vp(R+!!r)+ Vn(R- !!r)]𝑒!!"#[!! 𝐑!!!𝐫 !!! 𝐑! !!𝐫 ]}dr dR      (87)            = ∫ 1 − 𝑒!"! 𝐛!!!𝐬 ! + 1 − 𝑒!"! 𝐛!!!𝐬 ! − 1 − 𝑒![!! 𝐛!!!𝐬 !!! 𝐛!!!𝐬 ] ! d(!)𝐛      (88) 
           = ∫ [1 −  𝑒!"! 𝐛!!!𝐬 !][1 − 𝑒!"! 𝐛!!!𝐬 !] d(!)𝐛 .       (89)      
We	have	now	obtained	the	cross	section	σ2abs	for	absorption	processes	in	which	some	incoherent	collision	
takes	place	involving	both	the	neutron	and	the	proton.		We	note	that	this	expression	has	the	expected	
form	for	two-particle	absorption,	namely	it	contains	a	factor	1 − 𝑒!"! ! for	absorption	of	the	proton	and	
a	factor	1 − 𝑒!"! !	for	absorption	of	the	neutron.			
	 As	we	have	noted	earlier,	we	could	look	only	at	those	processes	in	which	the	proton	is	absorbed	
and	regard	the	complete	absorption	cross	section	for	the	proton	(σpabs)	as	the	sum	of	two	terms,	one	of	
which	(σ2abs)	corresponds	to	both	the	proton	and	neutron	being	absorbed	and	the	second	(σnas)	to	only	the	
proton	being	absorbed.		It	follows	that	the	second	of	these	terms	describes	the	absorption	of	the	proton	
with	the	neutron	going	free	and	is	therefore	a	cross	section	for	Serber-type	stripping	in	which	a	neutron	is	
liberated.		Since	we	may	write	     σpabs = σ2abs + σnas             (90) 
we	obtain	by	means	of	Eqs.	(73),	(89),	and	(90)	the	relation		
    σnas=∫ 𝑒!"! 𝐛!!!𝐬 ! [1 − 𝑒!"! 𝐛!!!𝐬 !] d(!)𝐛 .              (91) 
We	note	that	if	the	proton-nucleus	optical	potential	is	real,	σnas	vanishes	as	expected.		In	a	similar	manner	
we	find	that	the	cross	section	σpas	for	collisions	in	which	the	neutron	is	absorbed	but	the	proton	goes	free	
is	given	by		
    σpas=∫ 𝑒!"! 𝐛!!!𝐬 ! [1 − 𝑒!"! 𝐛!!!𝐬 !] d(!)𝐛 .     (92)  
	 The	total	stripping	cross	section	for	emerging	protons	(σps)	is	given	by	the	sum	of	the	cross	section	
σdis	for	diffraction	dissociation	and	the	cross	section	σpas	for	absorptive	stripping	and	may	be	written	by	
means	of	Eqs.	(23)	and	(92)	as	      σps= σdis + σpas             (93)                         =∫[ 𝑒!!! 𝐛!!!𝐬 ! − 𝑒!!!(𝐛!!!𝐬)!!"!(𝐛!!!𝐬) !]d(!)𝐛 .    (94) 
Similarly	the	total	stripping	cross	section	for	emerging	neutrons	(σns)	is	given	by	         σns= σdis + σnas           (95) 
                            =∫[ 𝑒!!! 𝐛!!!𝐬 ! − 𝑒!!!(𝐛!!!𝐬)!!"!(𝐛!!!𝐬) !]d ! 𝐛 .      (96) 
	 Finally,	the	cross	section	σf	for	the	breakup	of	the	deuteron	and	the	resulting	emergence	of	one	or	
two	free	nucleons	is	given	by	σf= σdis + σpas + σnas                 (97) 
   =∫ 𝑒!"! 𝐛!!!𝐬 ! + 𝑒!"! 𝐛!!!𝐬 ! − 𝑒!"!(𝐛!!!𝐬)!!"!(𝐛!!!𝐬) ! − 𝑒!!!(𝐛!!!𝐬)!!"!(𝐛!!!𝐬) ! d ! 𝐛.  (98) 
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Figure Captions	
 FIG.	1.		The	function	g(b),	Eq.	(46),	for	a	Saxon-Woods	effective	potential,	Eq.	(39),	as	a	function	of	
b/(RN+a)	for	several	“radii”	RN:	2.50	fm	dotted	line,	3.75	fm	continuous	line,	5.00	fm	dashed	line,	6.25	fm	
dot-dashed	line,	7.50	fm	dot-dot-dashed	line.		The	skin	thickness	parameter,	a,	was	kept	fixed	at	0.65	fm.	
The	absolute	maxima	occur	very	close	to	b=RN+a.																				
	 FIG.	2.		Contributions	to	g(b),	Eq.	(46),	from	the	radial	impulse,	𝐽 𝑏 ,	(dotted),	the	derivative	of	
the	radial	impulse,	𝐽! 𝑏 ,	(dashed),	the	sum	of	the	two,	(dot-dashed),	and	the	total	magnitude,	
(solid)	which	includes	interference	terms.	 
				
	
